Today is Earth Day! To celebrate, One Earth is partnering with minimalist footwear company Vivobarefoot to launch a new campaign called *Take One Step for One Earth*. This collaboration is raising funds to support three incredible Indigenous-led projects that are providing meaningful solutions to the climate crisis. Join the campaign by making a donation, and *your impact will be doubled*.

For the next month, One Earth and Vivo will match every donation up to $30,000!

DONATE NOW
Indigenous-led Conservation in the Upper Amazon

Working with Indigenous activists across 80 villages, this project from Amazon Frontlines and Ceibo Alliance will conserve 700,000 acres of rainforest in the upper Amazon. This pioneering model of frontline organizing and Indigenous-led conservation will help solve climate change by protecting vital lands that store carbon and contain some of the highest biodiversity ecosystems on the planet.

Learn more

Strengthening Agroecology-based Food Systems in Ethiopia

Strengthening sustainable farming practices through traditional knowledge, Agroecology Fund in partnership with MELCA works with local communities in Ethiopia to provide renewable food systems. This project will empower local
Preserving Navajo Agro-Pastoral Practices

Producing eco-friendly yarn and wool, Fibershed and Rainbow Fiber Co-op aids Navajo shepherds and their flocks in Arizona and New Mexico to improve livelihoods and ultimately create sustainable fashion and materials. Sheep grazing provides numerous environmental benefits, including improved soil health, carbon sequestration, and forage root structure and depth. Learn more

The solutions to the climate crisis already exist, they just need support. With help, these projects can grow, driving change from the ground up. From all of us at One Earth, we hope you have an inspiring Earth Day filled with celebration and appreciation for this remarkable place we call home.

Together, we can solve the climate crisis. Thank you for walking alongside us.